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NIPP-Related Activities and Events
2008 Chemical Sector Security Summit
The National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) Sector Partnership Model provides
a mechanism for government and private-sector partners to network and share
information. One example of this is the 2008 Chemical Sector Security Summit,
co-sponsored by the Chemical Sector-Specific Agency within the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Infrastructure Protection (IP) and the Chemical
Sector Coordinating Council (CSCC).
A three-day event held in Bethesda, MD on July 21–23, the Summit provided a forum
for attendees to exchange information and ideas as well as network with other security
professionals. According to Timothy Scott, Chair of the CSCC, “The Security Summit
was an excellent example of the continuously improving partnership between DHS
and the private sector. The information and topics were timely, and the speakers were
experts in their areas.”
Participation in this year’s Summit matched attendance levels of the first Summit, held
in June 2007, with more than 400 attendees representing a broad range of the chemical
stakeholder community, including:
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Upcoming NIPP CIKR Events
> SEPTEMBER 21-25
National Association of State EMS Officials
2008 Annual Meeting, Tacoma, WA
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s ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PERSONNEL
s CHEMICAL TRANSPORTATION AND DISTRIBUTION PERSONNEL
s &EDERAL STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFlCIALS REPRESENTING A VARIETY OF CRITICAL INFRAstructure and key resources (CIKR) sectors.
Almost 75% of the participants were from the private sector with the remainder from
&EDERAL 3TATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
The Summit allowed chemical industry partners the opportunity to ask specific
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE #HEMICAL &ACILITY !NTI 4ERRORISM 3TANDARDS #&!43 REGULATORY
process and gain insight into the role of different agencies and departments involved
in the many facets of chemical security. Topics generating the most interest from
PARTICIPANTS INCLUDED 2ISK "ASED 0ERFORMANCE 3TANDARDS PROGRAMS CREATED TO
SAFEGUARD SENSITIVE INFORMATION AND THE #&!43 INSPECTION AND COMPLIANCE PROCESS
Smaller breakout sessions addressed topics in detail, including State and local issues,
cybersecurity, and freight rail security, and provided opportunities to attend several
software demonstrations.
DHS Infrastructure Security Compliance Division (ISCD) staff members were on-hand
to explain the procedure for entering facility data into the Security Vulnerability
Assessment (SVA) tool. DHS hopes this tool will facilitate submission of security
(more)
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AND VULNERABILITY DATA FOR FACILITIES SUBJECT TO PRELIMINARY #&!43 REGULATIONS !LSO ENJOYING ITS OFlCIAL LAUNCH WAS THE 7EB "ASED
Chemical Security Awareness Training Program. This is a voluntary program using instruction modules that simulate real-world
scenarios for interactive learning. It is designed to increase security awareness in chemical facilities nationwide with the potential for
REACHING   EMPLOYEES DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE MANUFACTURING TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE OF CHEMICALS &OR MORE INFORMATION
about this program or to request access, send an email to ChemicalSector@dhs.gov.
Other highlights of the 2008 Summit included a Keynote Address by DHS National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD)
Deputy Under Secretary Scott Charbo and a Luncheon Address by Assistant Secretary for Infrastructure Protection Robert B. Stephan.
Both senior DHS officials highlighted the successful voluntary programs created as a result of the public-private partnership and
encouraged participants to continue their efforts in the future. In closing the Summit, Assistant Secretary Stephan advised the
audience to continue supporting the partnership to demonstrate the many benefits that can be realized through a voluntary program
that complements a regulatory framework.

DHS Prepares for National Cyber Security Awareness Month in October
October 2008 marks the fifth anniversary of National Cyber Security Awareness Month. The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) is responsible for safeguarding our Nation’s critical infrastructure from physical and cyber threats that can affect our national
security, public safety, and economic prosperity. As called for in The National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace, Priority III, DHS is
WORKING WITH APPROPRIATE &EDERAL 3TATE AND LOCAL ENTITIES AND PRIVATE SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS TO hPROMOTE A COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL
awareness campaign, to empower all Americans – businesses, the general workforce, and the general population – to secure their
own parts of cyberspace.”
DHS leaders kick off the Month at an October 2nd event with the National Cyber Security Alliance. Senior DHS leaders will be
traveling around the country speaking to audiences about the importance of cybersecurity and the Department’s accomplishments
and goals. They will also raise awareness about cybersecurity, the importance of enterprise risk management, the role of partnerships
in safeguarding the Nation’s cyber infrastructure, as well as urge all Americans to safeguard their networks and computers at home,
school, and in the office.
Through the NIPP framework, DHS leads a comprehensive effort to improve the resiliency of our Nation’s critical infrastructure
BY WORKING WITH &EDERAL 3TATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR #RITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE IS INCREASINGLY INTERDEPENDENT
with information technology systems and computer networks for essential operations. Therefore, preparing your customers, your
employees, and your systems to be vigilant of the cyber threat is essential to reducing cyber risks. Together, these activities will also
enhance strong public-private relationships and facilitate coordination within and across all 18 CIKR sectors.
7E HOPE YOUR ORGANIZATION WILL TAKE PART IN .ATIONAL #YBER 3ECURITY !WARENESS -ONTH THIS /CTOBER BY RE COMMITTING YOUR EFFORTS
to better secure your cyber assets, networks, and systems. Below are some practical cybersecurity activities your organization can
implement to raise awareness:
s %DUCATE YOURSELF WITH TIPS AND GUIDES FROM WWW3TAY3AFE/NLINEORG %MAIL MONTHLY REMINDERS TO EMPLOYEES TO CHANGE THEIR
passwords.
s 2EACH OUT TO YOUR CUSTOMERS n THROUGH NEWSLETTERS EMAIL ALERTS WEB SITES AND BILLING STATEMENTS n AND PROMOTE YOUR
commitment to cybersecurity.
s &IND CYBERSECURITY POSTERS ON WWW/N'UARD/NLINEGOV AND POST THEM IN WORK ROOMS HALLWAYS BATHROOMS AND OTHER
employee-gathering places. Print and post cybersecurity tips near your computer in a prominent location.
s /RGANIZE A BROWN BAG LUNCH WITH A CYBERSECURITY EXPERT
s %NCOURAGE EMPLOYEES TO REPORT ANY SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT TO YOUR )4 DEPARTMENT OR TO $(3 AT WWW53 #%24GOV
s #REATE A SEPARATE SECTION FOR CYBERSECURITY TIPS ON YOUR ORGANIZATIONS WEB SITE $OWNLOAD ONLINE BUTTON AND BANNERS
ABOUT PHISHING IDENTITY THEFT lLE SHARING AND OTHER CYBERSECURITY TOPICS AT WWW/N'UARD/NLINEGOV AND PLACE ON YOUR
organization’s home page.
s 3UBSCRIBE TO THE .ATIONAL #YBER !LERT 3YSTEM FROM 53 #%24 AT WWW53 #%24GOV
Through the Alert System, you can receive timely information about current cybersecurity problems to protect home and office
computers. This information includes weekly bulletins with summaries of new vulnerabilities, patch information when available, and
tips on common security topics, such as privacy, email spam, and wireless protection.
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Infrastructure Protection Office Holds First Web-based Seminar
Webinar aimed at educating DHS partners about links between NRF and NIPP
4HE $(3 /FlCE OF )NFRASTRUCTURE 0ROTECTION )0 IS HOSTING A SERIES OF 7EB BASED SEMINARS ON DIFFERENT TOPICS FOR ITS PRIVATE SECTOR
and government partners. Based on the first of these events, which drew more than 300 participants on August 26, there is a keen
level of interest. This seminar was designed to educate participants about the linkages between the Critical Infrastructure and
+EY 2ESOURCES #)+2 3UPPORT !NNEX OF THE .ATIONAL 2ESPONSE &RAMEWORK .2& AND THE .ATIONAL )NFRASTRUCTURE 0ROTECTION 0LAN
(NIPP)—two documents used in responding to and preparing for disasters.
The initial seminar, entitled “Engaged Partnerships for Disaster Response,” covered the roles of the public and private sector during
disasters. “The ability of our Nation to prepare for, respond to, and recover from hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, or other natural
disasters or terrorist attacks, depends on a strong, vibrant and sustained partnership between government and the private sector,
which owns and operates the vast majority of our critical infrastructure,” said featured speaker R. James Caverly, Director of the IP
0ARTNERSHIP AND /UTREACH $IVISION h4HE #)+2 !NNEX TO THE NEW .ATIONAL 2ESPONSE &RAMEWORK PROVIDES THE ESSENTIAL ROADMAP FOR
the engaged partnership.”
The 2008 CIKR Learning Series continues through the fall, with additional seminars designed to provide CIKR owners and
operators and other partners with current information about the tools, latest trends, issues and best practices in the infrastructure
protection arena. The upcoming fall schedule includes:
s h)MPROVISED %XPLOSIVE $EVICES !RE 9OU 2EADYv n /CTOBER    PM  PM
s h"OMB 4HREAT -ANAGEMENTv n /CTOBER    PM  PM AND
s h7ORKING WITH 2EGIONAL #OALITIONS TO )MPLEMENT THE .ATIONAL )NFRASTRUCTURE 0ROTECTION 0LANv n .OVEMBER  
-ORE INFORMATION ABOUT )0 THE .)00 AND THE 7EBINAR SERIES IS AVAILABLE AT
http://www.dhs.gov/xprevprot/programs/editorial_0827.shtm

Important News for the Sectors
Cyber Storm II Exercise Yields Significant Benefits
The Department of Homeland Security’s National Cyber Security Division conducted the Nation’s largest and most comprehensive
cybersecurity exercise on March 10-14, 2008. The exercise simulated a coordinated, large-scale cyber attack on four of the Nation’s
critical infrastructure sectors – Chemical, Communications, Information Technology, and Transportation Systems (rail/pipeline). The
participation of these sectors was coordinated through the Information Sharing and Analysis Centers, Sector Coordinating Councils,
AND 'OVERNMENT #OORDINATING #OUNCILS
4HE EXERCISE ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS FROM  &EDERAL DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES NINE 3TATES MORE THAN  PRIVATE SECTOR COMPANIES
from within the U.S., and four international partners. Throughout the planning process, exercise planners from the public and private
sector collaborated to design a comprehensive scenario that allowed participants to better understand the interdependencies of
physical and cyber infrastructure and to achieve their individual
organizations’ goals to improve cybersecurity and cooperation
during a crisis.
The scenario was based on organizational and sector exercise
objectives drawn largely from existing security policies,
vulnerability assessments, and risk profiles. Players were challenged
to respond to diverse threat vectors including simulated significant
Internet disruptions that impacted several top-level domains, thus
making Internet access difficult and sometimes impossible. On
top of that, players experienced a widespread telecommunications
disruption that caused unreliable telephone service across the
country.
Cyber Storm II highlighted the growing importance of cybersecurity
to each of the Nation’s critical infrastructure sectors. The exercise

(more)
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strengthened the ability of participating organizations to prepare for, protect against, and respond to the effects of cyber attacks.
&OR THE &EDERAL 'OVERNMENT #YBER 3TORM )) EXERCISED STRATEGIC INCIDENT RESPONSE DECISION MAKING AND INTERAGENCY COORDINATION IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW .ATIONAL 2ESPONSE &RAMEWORK AND OTHER NATIONAL LEVEL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Since the conclusion of the exercise, players have been involved in a series of After Action Conferences to capture insights and
findings. One of the biggest findings validated in the exercise was the importance of having established relationships within the
cybersecurity, emergency response, and homeland security communities. The exercise also demonstrated that coordination and
information sharing have significantly improved since Cyber Storm I through formalized processes taking maximum advantage of
3ECTOR #OORDINATING #OUNCILS 'OVERNMENT #OORDINATING #OUNCILS AND )NFORMATION 3HARING AND !NALYSIS #ENTERS 4HESE lNDINGS WILL
be included in a complete After Action Report to be released later this year.
&OR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT #YBER 3TORM )) PLEASE REFER TO THE #YBER 3TORM )) 7EB 0AGE
http://www.dhs.gov/xprepresp/training/gc_1204738275985.shtm.

New PCII Program Materials Provide Additional Guidance for Government Partners
All recipients of Protected Critical Infrastructure Information (PCII) are responsible for ensuring that PCII is properly safeguarded.
4O ASSIST &EDERAL 3TATE AND LOCAL ENTITIES IN THEIR RESPONSIBILITY TO PROPERLY IMPLEMENT THE 0#)) 0ROGRAM THE 0#)) 0ROGRAM /FlCE
developed a series of informational materials to reinforce procedures explained in the PCII computer-based and instructor-led
trainings. The PCII Program Best Practices Series helps PCII recipients understand the policy and procedural requirements necessary
to receive, handle and safeguard PCII, by providing additional guidance on:
s !CCESS $ISSEMINATION AND 5SE
s #ATEGORICAL )NCLUSION
s $AY TO $AY /PERATIONS
s $ESIGNEE 2OLES AND 2ESPONSIBILITIES
s /FlCER 2OLES AND 2ESPONSIBILITIES
s /VERSIGHT AND #OMPLIANCE
s 3ELF )NSPECTION 0ROGRAM
The Department of Homeland Security established the PCII Program and developed implementing regulations in accordance
with the Critical Infrastructure Information (CII) Act of 2002. The PCII Program protects CII that owners and operators of critical
infrastructure and key resources voluntarily share with the government. Information validated and marked as PCII is protected
FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE &EDERAL &REEDOM OF )NFORMATION !CT &/)! AND SIMILAR 3TATE AND LOCAL DISCLOSURE LAWS AND FROM USE IN
civil litigation. Additionally, PCII cannot be used as the basis for regulatory action.
Information regarding the submission process, access requirements, safeguarding procedures, and required PCII regulation
statements is available on the PCII Program web site at www.dhs.gov/pcii.
Contact the PCII Program Office at pcii-info@dhs.gov or (202) 360-3023 to request a copy of the Best Practices Series or for more
information on the PCII Program.

Maritime Security Risk Analysis Model Supports Risk Assessment
and Resource Allocation
4HE 53 #OAST 'UARDS -ARITIME 3ECURITY 2ISK !NALYSIS -ODEL -32!- WAS ROLLED OUT IN  AND IS REVIEWED AND IMPROVED
annually. The model provides commanders at all levels – from Captains of the Port to senior DHS leaders – with risk information
to support tactical, operational, and strategic decisions to strengthen infrastructure protection and reduce the risk of terrorism
along the Nation’s navigable waterways.
4HE COMPLEXITY OF THE MARITIME DOMAIN PRESENTS A UNIQUE CHALLENGE AND THE #OAST 'UARD NEEDED A PROGRAM THAT WOULD ADDRESS
a vast array of diverse assets and systems. MSRAM is designed to identify, evaluate, and prioritize critical infrastructure, key
resources, and high-consequence transits and events across sectors, using a common risk methodology, taxonomy, and metrics to
measure security risk at the local, regional, and national levels.
(more)
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Since 2006, MSRAM data have been used to identify those ports at highest risk to support the distribution of Port Security
'RANTS )N SOME PORTS SECTOR STAFF WORK WITH REQUESTERS TO PRE ASSESS THE IMPACT OF PROPOSED GRANTS AND USE -32!- TO HELP LOCAL
STAKEHOLDERS CRAFT MORE EFFECTIVE RISK MITIGATION STRATEGIES TO APPLY TOWARD THE 0ORT 7IDE 2ISK -ITIGATION 0LANS 'RANT REQUESTS
are then prioritized by the sector commander based on national priorities, cost-benefit analyses, and risk mitigation potential as
determined by MSRAM.
&OR PREPAREDNESS EXERCISES MANDATED BY THE -ARITIME 4RANSPORTATION 3ECURITY !CT -43! #OAST 'UARD (EADQUARTERS STAFF USE
MSRAM data to focus resources on those facilities determined to be at greatest potential risk of terrorist attack. By focusing
ON HIGH RISK FACILITIES AS #ONGRESS INTENDED THE NUMBER OF AFFECTED FACILITIES REMAINS MANAGEABLE AND THE #OAST 'UARD AVOIDS
unintended consequences and undue burdens on industry.
'OING FORWARD THE #OAST 'UARD WILL BROADEN -32!- METHODOLOGY TO ADDRESS THE THREAT POSED BY THE TRANSFER OF TERRORISTS AND
terrorist materiel from foreign countries into the United States via its ports of entry, a challenge requiring multinational and multiagency cooperation and collaboration. This program, called MSRAM PLUS, will support analysis of this aspect of the terrorist
threat, beginning with overseas components in the commercial shipping system and following them into the United States.
MSRAM has proved to be less expensive and more expedient than other programs and, while it is currently designed to assess
VARIOUS KINDS OF ATTACKS THE #OAST 'UARD IS WORKING WITH $(3 TO DEVELOP AN ALL HAZARDS MODEL THAT WILL ALSO ASSESS RISK FROM
NATURAL DISASTERS 7ITH A (OMELAND 3ECURITY 2ISK !SSESSMENT -ODEL (32!- FOR THE 3TATES THE METHODOLOGY COULD BE USED
department-wide to support the strategic missions of prevent, protect, respond, and recover.
Assessing risk and focusing resources effectively to support policy, strategy, regulations, forces, and local tactical actions is a
DAUNTING CHALLENGE THAT CROSSES ALL SECTORS AND BORDERS .OT SURPRISINGLY THE #OAST 'UARDS SUCCESS WITH -32!- HAS DRAWN
attention from many quarters, including 12 States and 5 other countries.
&OR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE -32!- PROGRAM CONTACT ,#$2 "RADY $OWNS AT "RADYC.Downs@uscg.mil, LT David Dixon at
David.D.Dixon@uscg.mil, OR -R *EFF &ULLER AT *EFF&ULLER TBECOM

U.S. Department of Defense Receives PCII Accreditation
The Protected Critical Infrastructure Information (PCII) Program recently accredited the Department of Defense (DoD) as part of an
information-sharing partnership to enhance DoD’s critical infrastructure information (CII) collection efforts.
Under the CII Act of 2002, information submitted voluntarily and validated as PCII is protected
FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE UNDER THE &EDERAL &REEDOM OF )NFORMATION !CT &/)! AND SIMILAR 3TATE AND
local disclosure laws, and from use in civil litigation.
$O$ IS ONE OF SEVERAL &EDERAL ENTITIES WORKING WITH THE 0#)) 0ROGRAM TO INTEGRATE 0#)) PROTECTIONS
into its data-collection processes, which will further enhance its information-sharing initiatives
with the private sector.
The PCII Accreditation Program enables DoD to access CII it may not otherwise have for homeland
security purposes. In addition to DoD, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and a component
OF THE $EPARTMENT OF (EALTH AND (UMAN 3ERVICES ((3 ARE 0#)) ACCREDITED 4O DATE MORE THAN  &EDERAL 3TATE AND LOCAL ENTITIES
have access to PCII through the PCII Accreditation Program. Illinois and South Dakota are the most recently accredited States.
&EDERAL GOVERNMENT ENTITIES INTERESTED IN INTEGRATING 0#)) PROTECTIONS INTO THEIR DATA COLLECTION EFFORTS MUST lRST INITIATE THE
PCII accreditation process. Accreditation helps ensure government entities maintain stringent PCII safeguarding and handling
requirements. The PCII Program encourages all government entities with information-collection needs to consider participating in
the PCII Accreditation Program.
&OR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT THE 0#)) 0ROGRAM /FlCE AT    OR PCII-info@dhs.gov or visit www.dhs.gov/PCII.
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NIPP Resources Available for Security Partner Use
The free on-line NIPP training course is available at http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/crslist.asp (enter course number IS-860).
The NIPP trade show booth is also available for sector use. Please contact NIPP@dhs.gov for information on NIPP PMO participation
and/or exhibition at an upcoming sector event or to schedule one of the growing cadre of trained speakers who can be deployed to
sector events to speak on CIKR issues.

>

Implementation Success Stories
The NIPP PMO continues to seek NIPP and/or SSP implementation success stories from the sectors to be shared with other security
partners. Please submit any suggestions or brief write-ups to the NIPP PMO at NIPP@dhs.gov.

>

NIPP Newsletter
The NIPP Newsletter is a product of the NIPP PMO and NIPP security partners are welcome to submit input. If you have any
questions about the Newsletter or would like to submit information for inclusion in upcoming issues, please contact the NIPP PMO
at NIPP@dhs.gov. Recipients of this newsletter are encouraged to disseminate it further to their security partners.

